A Tape Measure Vertical Antenna
Feed the end of the tape and tune for minimum
SWR by hauling the housing up and down.
Glen Thibodeaux, KF5FNP
Steel tape measures have been elemental
parts of antennas described in a number of
QST articles. The springy, shape-retentive
properties of the steel tape itself were
featured in a three-element radio direction finding antenna by James Hanson,
W1TRC, based upon a design first described by James Leggio, WB2HOL.1, 2
Similarly, John Portune, W6NBC, used
steel tape for the elements in a pair of
2 meter and 70 centimeter Yagi antennas.3 Ron Harger, WD8BCS, described
multiple retractable tape measures used
as ground radials for a temporary vertical
antenna installation.4 And an entire vertical
antenna system was described by David
Poole, AD9DP, which used retractable
tape measures both for the ground radials
and the vertical element; the free part of the
tape was fed up through PVC tubing for
support and the feed line was coupled to
the tape through a mandrel that contacted
both edges of the tape where it exited the
tape measure housing located at the base of
the antenna.5
My antenna also uses a tape measure for
the vertical element, but rather than employing the mechanical complication of
connecting the feed line to the edges of the
tape as it exits the housing, I connect the
feed line directly to the anchored free end
of the tape and raise the housing to spool
out the tape and tune the antenna, as shown
in Figure 1A. The design was driven by the
exigencies of an emergency communication “go-kit” — it had to be lightweight,
simple and compact, robust, and easily deployed under possibly adverse conditions.
Design and Construction
Referring again to Figure 1A, the design
is comprised of two main components: the
steel tape measure itself and a plastic tent
stake anchor. Completing the package for
the go-kit are a pair of lines to haul the tape
measure up and down, and a set of ground
1Notes appear on page 00.

Figure 1 — At (A) overall view of the tape measure vertical antenna. A plastic tent stake serves as
a mechanical anchor for the antenna, feed line connector, and ground radial attachment points. The
steel tape from the tape measure attaches to the feed line with a wing nut. The vertical antenna plays
out from the tape measure as it is hauled up with a line tossed over a limb. The “haul down” line provides a quick, easy-to-see reference of the antenna’s different tuning lengths and to retrieve the antenna if the “haul up” line becomes entangled in the tree. At (B) connection detail of the feed line to the
steel tape. Cleaning the paint from both sides of the steel tape and using star washers under the nut
and head of the screw ensure a good connection to the feed line, which is fastened with a wing nut.
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wires, where each set has four wires tuned
to the 1⁄4 wavelength of the bands between
20 and 10 meters. The near end of each
radial has a crimp ring lug and the far end
is weighted with a 3⁄4 inch inside diameter
washer to hold the end in place or to enable
it to be made fast with a spike.

radials. Experienced field operators will
know to include extra wing nuts.
Tape Measure
I am primarily interested in operating on
15, 17, and 20 meters, so a 25-foot tape is
more than long enough. The only physical
modification I made to the tape measure
was to punch (not drill) a hole in the free
end of the tape to receive the wing nut assembly for connecting the feed line from
the center conductor of the SO-239 connector (see Figure 1B). I used a nail backed
by a piece of wood. Punching is preferred
to drilling because the hard, thin steel tape
is easily grabbed by a drill bit and before
you know it, the combination of electric
drill and sharp-edged steel tape has become
an impromptu “slice and dice” machine.
Also, should repair or modification be necessary in a disaster zone, it’s good to have
the mindset to go looking for a nail and a
rock, rather than a drill and bit.
Before punching the hole, scrape off the
paint from both sides of the tape to facilitate the electrical connection. Finish the
feed line connection stud by placing star
washers (serrated edge) on both sides of
the tape under the screw head and mounting nut. The feed line connection is quickly
made by slipping the feed line ring lug over
the mounting stud and securing it with a
wing nut.

Figure 2 — Close-up view of plastic tent stake
anchor for the tape measure vertical antenna.
The pull-out end of the tape measure attaches
with a wing nut to the ring terminal at the end
of the red feed line. Ground radials are attached to the terminal at the end of the black
wire connected to the shell of the SO-239 UHF
connector.

The shell of the SO-239 connector is connected by a short jumper to a ground connection stud also mounted on the plastic
stake. Crimp ring terminals are used at both
ends of the short jumper made from #12
stranded house wire.

for download by ARRL members.6 After
reading the article, you can see that there
is an unfortunate conflict between performance and basic safety practice — basic
safety practice suggests that ground radials
be staked to the ground to avoid a tripping
hazard around a mobile/emergency operating location, while raising the radials as
little as 6 inches off the ground (the ideal
level to trip someone) will result in several
dB signal improvement. Ultimately, it’s
a judgment call — at a Field Day event,
where children might be running around,
multiple wire stakes holding each radial
to the ground would certainly be called
for. But, while chasing DX from a remote
location, the hazard imposed by propping
the ground radials up a few inches is probably worth the extra half S unit or so of
signal gained. Ground radials with bright
yellow insulation like those used by John
Marshall, WA7BSR, would seem to be a
good idea either at a public event or operating by yourself at a remote location.7

Ground Radials
Ground radials are an essential element
of any 1⁄4-wave vertical antenna. I highly
recommend Rudy Severns’ definitive QST
article on the subject, which is available

In addition to elevating the radials, tuning
their lengths will provide additional performance.8, 9, 10 Rather than use additional
tape measures, I opted to save weight for
the go-kit by using five sets of fixed length

Tent Stake Anchor
The plastic tent stake (see Figure 2) serves
to anchor the vertical antenna feed end near
the ground and provide a mounting base for
the SO-239 feed line connector as well as
the connection point for the ground radials. The center conductor of the SO-239 is
connected to a short jumper with a crimp
ring terminal at its end. The ring terminal is
connected to the feed line connection stud
on the pull-out end of the tape measure. A
knot in the jumper provides strain relief for
the center conductor connection.
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Calibration and Tuning
You can use either an antenna analyzer or
your transceiver’s SWR meter to calibrate
and tune the antenna. Calibration simply
consists of putting markers on the haul
down line to indicate the rough length for
each band center. Alternatively, the tape
could be marked directly to indicate the
length for each band, but looking up and
seeing the marks in poor light could be
problematic. With either method, the first
thing is to find a branch or support from
which to support the antenna, then lay out
the ground radials in a cross pattern (90°
between each radial). Take care not to suspend the antenna near a conductive structure such as a metal downspout or flagpole.
To set the calibration points on the haul
down line using an antenna analyzer,
set the analyzer at the center of the band
of interest and use the haul up and haul
down lines to adjust the height of the tape
measure case until a minimum SWR is
achieved. Mark this point referenced to the
end of the tape (as seen in Figure 1) for all
the bands you plan to work. Afterwards,
add a piece of shrink tubing and a flag band
marker for each point marked (the shrink
tubing serves as a backup marker in case
the flag should be pulled off).
The same is easily accomplished using
your transceiver’s SWR meter. Set the
transmitter power to just a few watts and
adjust the antenna length for minimum
SWR while keying the transmitter.
It’s a good idea to keep the haul up and
haul down lines handy while operating
so that the antenna length can be quickly
readjusted if necessary when changing frequencies. When operating with my Elecraft
KX3, I use the flag on the haul down line to
set the length for each band and then let the
internal antenna tuner of the KX3 take over
for fine adjustment.
Deployment
I made this antenna expressly for my go-kit
(see Figure 3) with the realization that it
might have to be deployed in severe conditions. So I have included an extra fishing
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Figure 3 — Tape measure vertical antenna components for inclusion in a go-kit. The orange plastic
tent stake serves as the bottom anchor point for the antenna and is driven into the ground beneath
a vertical “haul up” point such as a tree limb. The coiled line with color coded points and flags for
different band resonant lengths is attached to the tape measure housing before it is hauled up.
Markers on the line provide easy-to-see reference points in poor light where marks on the tape itself
would be hard to see. The line also serves as a “haul down” aid should the supporting “haul up” line
become entangled in the tree. One radial from each of the five 1⁄4-wave ground radial sets is shown
at the right. Note the extra weight and wing nuts.

weight as a backup to the one that will
inevitably become lodged in a tree and, of
course, spare wing nuts.
When setting up, the first order of business is to find a nice limb 20 or so feet up.
Unfortunately, such a nice anchor point is
often not available and I am forced to toss
my line into a tree’s foliage and hope for
the best. This is why I recommend using
a thinner, lower friction cord for the haul
up line. If you can manage the tangle, you
might even want to try nylon fishing line.
After recovering the weighted end of the
line, attach it to the tape measure and raise
it slightly to see where it hangs naturally.
At this spot, hammer the tent stake anchor
into the ground and connect its feed line’s
pigtail to the pull-out end of the steel tape.
Next attach the haul down line to the tape
measure housing and then, using the haul
up line, raise the housing to the proper
height as indicated by the band flags attached to the haul down line. To secure the
tape measure at height, double up a length
of the haul up line and using it as a free end,
secure it to the top of the tent stake with an
easy-to-untie knot such as a clove hitch or
a few loops with a half hitch.11
Next connect the ground radials, dispersing them evenly, for the band or bands you
plan to use. Now connect your transceiver
to the SO-239 feed point. You may choose
to “fine tune” the length of the antenna for
minimum SWR if your transceiver does

not have a built-in antenna tuner.
Results and a Safety Note
Operating from southern Louisiana on 17
meters with my KX3 running 10 W, I have
had 5-9 signal reports from Jamaica, the
Yucatan peninsula, and a SOTA (Summits
on the Air) QTH just outside of Phoenix,
Arizona.
While I normally operate with only 10 W
in the field, it’s easy to see this antenna
being used at a Field Day event where
human proximity is almost guaranteed and
higher power might be used. When human
exposure is possible, it is the operator’s responsibility to determine if an evaluation is
necessary and to make sure that the antenna
meets the FCC’s requirements for maximum permissible exposure, often referred
to as MPE. The requirement to do an evaluation is based largely on the frequency
and the peak envelope power (PEP) to the
antenna. If this antenna is used on 10 meters, evaluation must be made if more than
50 W PEP is input to the antenna. More
about antenna evaluation can be found on
the ARRL website and in Ed Hare’s book
on RF exposure.12, 13
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For updates to this article,
see the QST Feedback page at
www.arrl.org/feedback.
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